The operation of a bonus-malus system, superimposed on a premium system involving a number of other rating variables, is considered. To the extent that good risks are rewarded in their base premiums, through the other rating variables, the size of the bonus they require for equity is reduced. This issue is discussed quantitatively, and a numerical example given.
is a function of claims experience, the individuals in the portfolio with low claim frequency parameters will tend to gravitate to the BM classes characterised by light claims experience. Conversely, for individuals with high claim frequencies.
The ultimate average claim frequency in each BM class defines the level to which that class is theoretically entitled. This, and related issues, have been dealt with many times in the literature. The two books of Lemaire (1985 Lemaire ( , 1995 provide a summary of a number of relevant matters.
It is common in such writings to assume that BM is the only means by which premiums are differentiated. In other words, all contracts are subject to the same base premium.
In practice, some portfolios, e.g. motor, are rated on a comparatively large (perhaps 10 or so) other variables. These will also differentiate individuals according to claim frequencies.
Consider the distribution of the portfolio over risk classes in the presence of these other rating variables. If they are used effectively by the premium system, then those BM classes with low average claim frequencies will tend to have low base premiums also.
In this event, the justifiable BM levels need to recognise the differentiation of underlying claim frequency by experience, but only to the extent that this differentiation is not already recognised within base premiums. Subsequent sections of this paper examine the detail of this issue.
NOTATION
Let: 0 = vector of covariates (e.g. age, sex, etc.) with risk premium of an individual; A = an individual's true underlying risk premium.
It is asumed that, for given 9, there is a distribution of values of A. Suppose that the pdf of A, conditioned on 8, takes the form:
for some pdf g(.) and where
The parameter 0 will vary from one contract to antother, and hence so does |x(9). Let h{jX) = pdf of n over the whole portfolio.
Now introduce a BM system with classes 1,2, ..., J, and let n^piX) = probability that a policy owner with underlying risk premium X occupies BM classy in the t-th period since commencement of the system.
The system is initialised at / = 1. It is assumed Markovian. For most realistic BM systems, the vector [7^\X), ..., 7^\X)], representing the distribution of BM levels in period t of risks characterised by X, will approach a steady state with increasing t. It will be assumed here that such a steady state exists, and that convergence to it occurs over time. Let n t (X) = the steady state value of Ttf'iX).
One can define the Bayesian posterior expectations: The quantities /i-" indicate the extent to which the BM system differentiates the risk classes over time. The quantities X)' ] indicates the extent to which the BM system differentiates individuals over time.
SETTING THE BONUS-MALUS SCALE
The Bayesian expectation Xf can be represented as:
where p(.) will be used generically to denote a pdf and in this case //"(.) is a pdf in the t-th interval. Now the joint pdf in (3.1) can be expanded:
2 )
By (3.1) and (3.2),
\dydXX7tf{X)g{X\y)h(y) 1 j X f X X '
Similarly, 
As in Section 2, the absence of the time index indicates the steady state, i.e.
rj=Aj/Hj (3.6)
To interpret ij'\ first consider the degenerate case in which h(.) concentrates all mass at a single value JX. That is, the portfolio contains only one value of 0; there is no variation of risk covariates, which in turn means that all policy owners are indistinguishable before the accumulation of claims experience. This is the case most commonly considered in the literature. In this case (3.4) gives
The number Aj", is effectively the Bayesian revision of ji taking into account the information that BM level is j in the t-th period. Thus rf, is the factor by which the Bayesian revision adjusts the policy owners' prior expectation. Equivalently, rf is the factor by which t years of experience revises the prior risk premium in BM classy. The situation involving general h(.) is similar. However, in this case the composition of BM class j with respect to the prior expectation /x(Q) will change over time. For example, there will be a tendency for the contracts with the lowest priors to migrate to the BM class with lightest claims experience. Thus, /if, tracks the average prior in BM level j overtime. Despite this change, rf\ still denotes the factor by which experience revises the average prior risk premium in BM level/
The relevance of this is as follows. The average prior fxf is the average "standard premium rate" (i.e. the rate before recognition of experience) applicable to BM class j in the t-th year. Thus 100 [rf-1] is the BM percentage justified by experience in class/ Suppose that BM class K receives these standard rates. Then the factor which can be justified as relating BM class j to standard rates is rf I r^. These factors can be summarised in the vector The conclusion is that the maximum differentiation between premiums for different classes will be according to a factor max rj I min rj, If the differentiation of priors /ij over BM classes is left out of account, the differentiation of premiums wil be according to a factor of max Xj I min kj, (3.12) which will usually be substantially larger than (3.11).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
A specifically structured portfolio of risks, subject to a particular BM system, has been simulated and values of X)'\ pf recorded. The portfolio consists of 10 groups of individuals structured as follows. This structure was obtained by constructing a multiplicative model of claim frequency according to a number of covariates (but excluding BM), and then counting the numbers of policies in bands of modelled claim frequency, 5-7.5%, 7.5%-10%, etc. The coefficient of variation of each band was chosen largely by informed guesswork, but subject to the criterion, again guesswork, that within-cell variance should increase in absolute terms with increasing frequency, but decrease in relative terms. Individuals within a particular risk group are sampled from a certain gamma distribution with the parameters set out in Table 4 .1, as will be described later. There are 9 BM classes, of which Class 6 is the standard. A higher class number indicates a higher premium. The rules for transition between the classes are as follows. Appendix A gives the technical detail of the simulation The claims experience of this portfolio is simulated over 30 years. At the beginning of year 1 all insureds are assumed to be in Class 6. The distribution appears to stabilise by about the end of Year 24. Consequently, the following results are averages over years 24 to 30. The table shows that, if base premiums reflect cell claim frequencies accurately, the BM scale should vary by a maximum factor of about 2 [cf (3.11)]. If the variation of the base premiums were left out of account, the BM scale would vary by a factor of nearly 4 [cf (3.12)]. The BM scale justified by the middle columns of Table 4 .3 in the case K = 6 is as follows. If these premiums had been computed from the column of A, -in Table 4 .3, ignoring the effect of the covariates, quite different, and misleading, results would have been obtained, as shown in the final column of Table 4 .4.
It is of interest to examine how results of this type vary as the BM system varies. Consider the case in which Table 4 .2 is replaced by a simple set of rules which provide for: • 1 step forward for each claim-free year; • 4 steps back for each claim. This is much more severe than Table 4 .2 which is largely a l-forward/2-back set of rules.
The new system replaces Table 4 .4 by Table 4 .5. If the ratio of the two columns in Table 4 .5 is regarded as an "error ratio", measuring the error in ignoring covariates, the following comparison is noteworthy. Although the BM systems are very different, and so are the levels of bonus justified by them, there is a good deal of similarity between their error ratios.
APPENDIX A TECHNICAL DETAIL OF SIMULATION

Individual claim frequency
Consider an individual in BM class j with /ij n given by Table 4 .1. Let Wj be the associated coefficient of variation in Table 4 
